FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EVERYTHING BUT THE HOUSE (EBTH) NAMED BY VENTUREOHIO AS A 2018 TOP 50
STARTUP
CINCINNATI, OH (Sept. 13, 2018) – EVERYTHING BUT THE HOUSE (EBTH), the trusted
online marketplace for authenticated pre-owned goods and estate sales, was named one of
Ohio’s Top 50 Growth Stage Startups to Watch by VentureOhio in its 2018 Watchlist.
VentureOhio facilitates the growth and vibrancy of the Ohio entrepreneurial ecosystem and its
annual list highlights Ohio’s most promising startups.
EBTH is at the crossroads of several trends, including the massive Baby Boomer generation
downsizing; a millennial generation which doesn’t shop in stores but rather leverages
technology and mobile apps to fill its apartments and closets; and multiple generations of smart
and savvy customers seeking not only uniqueness but also value.
“We’re very honored to be listed on the Watchlist as it reflects the hard work and dedication of
our staff, as well as the promise of our customer experience,” said Scott Griffith, CEO and
Chairman of EBTH. “At the same time, all of us on the list are part of something bigger than
ourselves, which is to make Cincinnati an epicenter of innovation and economic growth while
fueling continued cultural, academic and civic excellence.”
EBTH consumers can bid on everything from antique decor and vintage furniture to rare artwork
and signed memorabilia – with all bids starting at $1. The site, on average, has over one million
bids per month with bidders in over 150 countries. EBTH has partnered with some of the biggest
names in Ohio, including the Cincinnati Reds and Dr. Henry Heimlich and has conducted sales
for a variety of well-known celebrities, including Emmy Award-winner Susan Lucci, Jason Biggs
and Jenny Mollen, David Arquette, and Mark and Skye Hoppus.
###
EVERYTHING BUT THE HOUSE (EBTH) is the trusted online marketplace for authenticated
pre-owned goods and estate sales. Through a global community of buyers and sellers, EBTH
has transformed the traditional consignment and estate sale model while preserving its
fundamental charm: the thrill of discovering something special. Whether clients are looking to
sell just a few items or a collection due to downsizing, relocation, or managing a family
member’s estate, EBTH’s full-service model – photography, cataloging, payment and delivery –
makes the process easy and worthwhile. For buyers, the reach of an e-commerce platform and
the starting bid of $1 for all items means they can access an impressive range of collectibles—
from a purse to a Picasso – from anywhere in the world. More information is available at
www.EBTH.com.
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